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Abstract One necessary condition on any adequate account of perception is clarity

regarding whether unconscious perception exists. The issue is complicated, and the

debate is growing in both philosophy and science. In this paper we consider the case

for unconscious perception, offering three primary achievements. First, we offer a

discussion of the underspecified notion of central coordinating agency, a notion that

is critical for arguments that purportedly perceptual states are not attributable to the

individual, and thus not genuinely perceptual. We develop an explication of what it

is for a representational state to be available to central coordinating agency for

guidance of behavior. Second, drawing on this explication, we place a more careful

understanding of the attributability of a state to the individual in the context of a

range of empirical work on vision-for-action, saccades, and skilled typing. The

results place pressure on the skeptic about unconscious perception. Third, reflecting

upon broader philosophical themes running through debates about unconscious

perception, we highlight how our discussion places pressure on the view that per-

ception is a manifest kind, rather than a natural kind. In doing so, we resist the

tempting complaint that the debate about unconscious perception is merely verbal.
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1 Introduction

By broad consensus across cognitive psychology, neuroscience, and philosophy,

unconscious perceptual states exist. They are posited to explain the results of a wide

range of studies (e.g., those involving masked priming), and to help explain

otherwise puzzling phenomena (e.g., blindsight). And the existence of unconscious

perceptual states is widely taken to have important implications for the nature of

perception (Berger and Nanay 2016; Burge 2010; Phillips 2018), for the epistemic

role of consciousness in perception (Berger et al. 2018; Siegel 2016; Smithies

2019), for how we understand the functions of perception (Peters et al. 2017), and

for how we understand the functions of consciousness (Rosenthal 2008).

Consensus has recently come under sustained attack (see Peters and Lau 2015;

Peters et al. 2016, 2017; Phillips 2018). According to the ‘problem of the criterion’,

cases of seemingly unconscious perception are actually cases of weakly conscious

perception that goes unreported by subjects simply because they are not confident

enough in what they consciously perceive.

This problem is not easy to overcome. A natural move is to restrict oneself to

objective measures of consciousness, such that a subject is considered consciously

aware of a stimulus if they perform above chance at a discrimination task pertaining

to that stimulus, and not consciously aware of it otherwise. The idea is that if we can

demonstrate the existence of sensory representation of some stimulus through

downstream effects on behaviour (e.g., priming effects), even though a subject’s

discriminatory capacity is completely at chance, then we can infer that the

representation at issue is unconscious. There would be no need to rely on verbal

report. The problem of the criterion would be avoided.

But here a second problem arises. This is what Phillips (2018, p. 21) calls the

‘problem of attribution’ (see also Phillips 2016; Phillips and Block 2016; Peters

et al. 2017). In many—arguably, in all—of sensory representations influencing

behavior while discriminatory capacity is at chance, the representations do not

qualify as genuine perceptions. They are but sub-personal states of, e.g., the visual

system.

This articulation of skepticism about unconscious perception has generated a

flurry of recent activity (see, e.g., Quilty-Dunn 2019; Phillips 2020a, b; Berger and

Mylopoulos 2019, forthcoming; Phillips forthcoming), as philosophers, psycholo-

gists and neuroscientists reconsider issues once thought put well to bed. The

discussion is already rich, but has in our view given insufficient attention to

assumptions about agency that underlie the problem of attribution. Possibly as a

result, the discussion is over-reliant on findings from vision science. Our aim in this

paper is to re-focus reflection on issues that might move understanding forward.

Here is how we will proceed. In the next section we discuss a notion that plays a

key (if somewhat subterranean) role in much of the debate thus far. This is the

notion of central coordinating agency. Plausibly, a sensory state will only qualify as

perceptual if it bears the right relation to central coordinating agency. But getting

the nature of this relation right is non-trivial. We review options and offer an
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explication of the relation that, we argue, has the potential to clarify the case-

interpretations that drive much of the back and forth thus far.

In section three we turn to results from vision science that Phillips charges fail,

due to the problem of attribution, to provide evidence for unconscious perception.

While Phillips’s points are well-taken in many cases, we offer a novel interpretation

of a key result that, we argue, puts pressure on Phillips. One way it does so is via a

more subtle understanding of the architecture of central coordinating agency. We

elucidate this more subtle understanding and argue that thinking of central

coordinating agency in this way brings a wider range of research to bear more

directly on the issue of unconscious perception.

We illustrate this latter claim in section four. There we review an interesting

experimental paradigm on skilled typewriting, and we argue that the results

arguably provide evidence of unconscious non-visual—specifically, haptic—

perceptual states. One interesting idea that emerges from this discussion is that in

order to find the best interpretation of the status of sensory states in skilled typing,

one might profitably consider roles metacognition might play—beyond that of

setting confidence thresholds—in shaping participant judgments.

In the paper’s conclusion, we reflect on broader philosophical themes running

through debates about unconscious perception. In particular, we highlight how our

discussion places pressure on the view that perception is a manifest kind, rather than

a natural kind. Finally, we consider whether the debate about unconscious

perception can be considered merely verbal.

2 Central coordinating agency

The problem of attribution turns on the distinction between personal and sub-

personal states and processes: states and processes that are attributable to an

individual as a whole as opposed merely to some subsystem of that individual (see

Dennett 2002 for the original distinction and Drayson 2014 for recent discussion of

it). We are happy saying, for instance, that I eat the apple, but my stomach digests it,

or that you understand the words that are coming out of my mouth, while your

language faculty parses the syntactic properties of the utterance. Similarly, while I

see the red apple, my visual system computes information about its reflectance

properties and light intensity. But these intuitive cases, while motivating the thought

that there is a distinction to be drawn here, do not yet guide us towards a principled

basis on which to draw it.

Developing ideas found in Burge (2010), Phillips (2018) considers the idea that

attributability of a representation to an individual could be understood, roughly, in

terms of its availability to central coordinating agency. This availability is meant to

play an epistemic role insofar as it ‘comprises our best evidence for attributing a

representation to an individual’ (494).

Fair enough. But what is it to say that a representation is available in this way?

We get an idea of how Phillips thinks of this through his discussion of various cases.

In a discussion of Jiang et al. (2006), which shows that nudes rendered

unconscious by continuous flash suppression impact reflexive spatial attention,
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Phillips implies that such impacts do not qualify as individually attributable:

‘stimulus-driven, reflex-like attentional responses’ do not ‘count as manifestations

of central agency’ (25). Call this Idea One: reflex-like processes do not manifest

central coordinating agency.

In a discussion of results like Norman et al. (2013), which demonstrate that

attention can be directed to objects not consciously seen, Phillips claims that the

attentional processing at issue is ‘akin to a stimulus-driven reflex, operating entirely

outside of voluntary, agentive control’ (25) and that if subjects cannot use

representations (of the unseen but attended objects) to guide responses, then central

coordinating agency is not implicated. Call this Idea Two: if an agent cannot use a

representation or representational process R to guide behavior, then R is not

available to central coordinating agency. In a more recent paper, Phillips endorses a

stronger version of this idea, replacing behavior with intentional action: ‘The key (at

least evidential) criterion for such individual attribution is, I propose, availability of

the representation for guidance of intentional action’ (Phillips 2020b, p. 7).

In fairness to Phillips, these ideas are offered to illuminate particular cases.

Phillips is not offering an analysis, or account, of central coordinating agency. And

in the cases Phillips discusses, these ideas are plausible. But we want something that

could guide theorizing with more consistency.

Consider Idea One: ‘Stimulus-driven, reflex-like’ processes do not manifest

central coordinating agency. One might worry that it is not terribly clear at this

juncture what to include in the class of ‘stimulus-driven, reflex-like’ processes, but

on any intuitive understanding of such processes, cases of them manifesting central

coordinating agency exist. Skilled agents do not seek to rid themselves of all

stimulus-driven, reflex-like processes. Rather, skilled agents train up reflex-like

habits tuned to specific types of stimuli for specific reasons and specific situations.

Reflex-like behaviours that are well-integrated with an agent’s capacities in some

action domain can be very useful, and can then be put to work in flexible ways.

Phillips’s use of ‘stimulus-driven’ and ‘reflex-like’ was intended to characterize

the capture of spatial attention in a context in which the capture had little to do with

what the agents were otherwise thinking or doing. In that context, his claim about

availability to central coordinating agency has a ring of truth. But the reason may

bear little relation to the process’s being reflex-like. It may instead have to do with

the relation the process bears to the control the agent exercises over her behavior in

a situation.

Idea Two again: if an agent cannot use a representation or representational

process R to guide behavior, then R is not available to central coordinating agency.

This link between use for the purposes of guidance and availability to central

coordinating agency has been suggested before. In a now-classic paper, Frankfurt

(1978) puts guidance front-and-center in distinguishing between those things that an

agent does and those that merely happen to them—what he calls the ‘problem of

action’. For Frankfurt, a full account of action must ‘… explain the notion of guided

behavior [and] specify when the guidance of behavior is attributable to an agent and

not simply, as when a person’s pupils dilate, to some local process going on within

the agent’s body.’ (Frankfurt 1978, p. 159). This is because, on his view, action just

is movement guided by an agent: ‘the performance of an action is […] a complex
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event, which is comprised by a bodily movement and by whatever state of affairs or

activity constitutes the agent’s guidance of it’ (ibid).

The challenge now is to specify in what availability for such guidance consists.

We have to be careful that the availability criterion is not too strong. For example,

Gareth Evans maintains that some sensory representation can be attributed to an

individual only if it serves ‘as the input to a thinking, concept-applying, and

reasoning system’ (1982, p. 158). The problem with this criterion, Phillips observes,

is that ‘It is plausible to think that only representations above the objective threshold

are cognitively accessible in any sense’ (2018, p. 23). But the defender of

unconscious perception should want to avoid requiring that representations be above

this threshold, since if they are we run into the problem of the criterion. This line of

reasoning is what leads Phillips to consider the weaker notion of ‘available to

central coordinating agency’ as paradigmatic of ‘attributable to the individual.’

We need a less demanding notion of availability for guidance. A minimalistic

option links availability with coherent contributions to the exercise of control. We

could say, for example, that a representational state or process R is available for

guidance in circumstances C if R can be tokened in C and if the operation of R in C

is coherently sensitive to the content of the other representational states involved in

the agent’s exercise of control over her behavior.

Here, then, is where we are. We propose availability to central coordinating

agency as a sufficient condition for attributability to the individual.

ATTRIBUTABILITY: an agent J’s representation or representational process

R is attributable to J if R is available to J’s central coordinating agency.

We understand availability as follows.

AVAILABILITY: an agent J’s representation or representational process R is

available to J’s central coordinating agency if J is able to exploit R for

purposes of guidance.

And since this explication relies on a term that might mislead, we offer this

clarification of exploitability.

EXPLOITABILITY: an agent is able to exploit some representation or process

R for the purposes of guidance in circumstances C if R can be tokened in C

and R is disposed to contribute to the agent’s exercise of control in C in part

because it is coherently sensitive to the content of the representational states

involved in such control or such states are coherently sensitive to R.1

1 We do not commit to any specific account of the representational states involved in control, although

intention and attentional states are paradigmatic here. Indeed, it is worth noting overlapping consensus

between our proposal regarding agency and control and Wayne Wu’s account of agency and control.

According to Wu (2011, 2014, 2016) we have control when behavior is appropriately sensitive to the

agent’s intention, and a key mechanism for explaining behavioral sensitivity is a process whereby

intention influences attention, and attention identifies targets for action, in effect assisting intention in its

guiding function. We need not adopt this framework here. But it is useful to note that Wu’s work is not

only in broad concordance with our proposal, it also furnishes biologically plausible explication of ways

that attentional and perceptual states qualify as available for guidance.
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This is, as noted, only a proposed sufficient condition for attributability. There is

wiggle room for those who favor a fuller, or even an alternative, account. (This is an

issue to which we return in section five.) But our explication seems fruitful, since

[a] it captures some of the central motivating ideas of the leading critic of

unconscious perception (namely, Phillips), [b] it is not so strong as to beg the

question against unconscious perception, and [c] it illuminates one way the

proponent of unconscious perception could respond to Phillips. If one can find

unconscious representations that meet these criteria, and are otherwise candidates

for the label ‘perceptual,’ then one will have found a plausible candidate for

unconscious perceptual representation.

3 Vision-for-action, automaticity, and attributability

One of the most promising lines of evidence for unconscious states that meet the

criteria for attributability comes from studies examining the visual representations

that are carried by the dorsal stream and constitute so-called ‘vision-for-action’ (cf.

Block and Kentridge in Peters et al. 2017). These representations are thought to

contribute to the online control of behaviour and the programming of detailed motor

commands that specify fine-grained features of our movements. They are contrasted

with representations that are realized by the ventral stream, which are thought to

primarily contribute to the recognition and categorization of objects in one’s

environment as well as the selection of appropriate action types (e.g., grasping,

throwing, picking up) directed towards them. While ventral stream states are

presumed to be available to conscious experience, representations of the dorsal

stream are viewed as unconscious.

Why think that dorsal stream vision is unconscious? Two sources of empirical

evidence are often invoked. The first involves visuomotor pointing tasks. In these

tasks, participants are asked to reach towards a target that unexpectedly ‘jumps’

from one position to another mid-reach (Bridgeman et al. 1979; Castiello et al.

1991; Goodale et al. 1986). In a frequently cited paper from 1991 by Castiello et al.

titled ‘Temporal Dissociation of Motor Responses and Subjective Awareness’,

participants were asked to correct their reaching movements following the sudden

displacement of the target, and to report the time at which they became aware of its

displacement by saying ‘tah!’. The experimenters found that the relevant vocal

utterance occurred more than 300 ms after participants had already begun adjusting

their movements in response to the target jump. On the assumption that these rapid

adjustments are guided by visual representations subserved by the dorsal stream—a

plausible assumption given the functional role assigned to such states—it would

seem that these are good candidates for perceptual states of which the agent is not

aware.

A second source of evidence comes from brain lesion studies involving

individuals with visual form agnosia—a condition that results from damage to IT in

the ventral stream. The most commonly discussed case of this condition is that of

DF, who is unable to report on features of objects in her environment, but exhibits

sensitivity to such features in the course of action guidance. For instance, in a
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widely discussed ‘mailbox’ task (Goodale and Humphrey 1998), during which DF

was asked to ‘post’ a card into a slot oriented at different angles, she exhibited

preserved ability to reach towards and orient her hand appropriately in the direction

of the slot, as well as preserved grip scaling ability. But she did not seem to have

conscious access to the visual orientation of the slot, as evidenced by a task in which

she was asked to draw it, which resulted in what looked like random guesses.

In response to these types of cases, Phillips urges that ‘the pertinent modulations

of behavior (e.g., grasp aperture) do not witness genuine control and guidance by

the individual, and so fail to meet relevant conditions for perception proper’ (2018,

pp. 30–31).2 Why not? Phillips maintains that his assessment is ‘strongly suggested’

by the types of metaphor that theorists tend to use in describing the role of the dorsal

stream, which point to the automaticity of the behaviour that it guides. For instance,

it has been characterized as ‘an automatic pilot’ (Pisella et al. 2000), ‘a tele-assisted

semiautonomous robot’ (Goodale and Humphrey 1998: §9, Milner and Goodale

2006 [1995]: §8.2.3), and a ‘heat-seeking missile’ (Campbell 2002, p. 56). For

Phillips, dorsal stream representations are thus ‘confined to the autonomous robot—

a subsystem of the individual’ (2018, 501).

The central inference underlying Phillips’ argument here is that if some

behaviour is automatic then it is not attributable to the agent as a whole, but rather to

a subsystem of the agent. This move may seem attractive, since examples of

automatic behaviour that come most readily to mind are often basic reflexes that

may indeed be best understood in this way. But upon closer examination, we have

good reason to doubt its validity. We now explain why.

First, let’s take a step back and consider what it is for some behaviour or process

to be automatic. On classic conceptions in psychology (see, e.g., Posner and Snyder

1975; Shiffrin and Schneider 1977), automatic behaviour or processing is sharply

contrasted with that over which cognitive control, and is thought to be marked by a

stable set of properties, such as: proceeding in the absence of conscious thought or

deliberation; involving little to no working memory, selective attention or cognitive

effort; and being fast and efficient. Over the years, however, numerous theorists

have challenged this dichotomous and absolute conception of automaticity and

come to recognize that (1) rather than being all-or-nothing, automaticity is best

understood as a scalar property that comes in degrees, (2) the diagnostic features of

automaticity together form a cluster of properties that tend to, but need not always,

co-occur (see, e.g., Moors and De Houwer 2006; Fridland 2014; Moors 2016), and

(3) one and the same behaviour or process can be automatic relative to some feature

or set of features, but intentionally controlled relative to some other feature or set of

features (see, e.g., Wu 2013b, 2016).

2 We note that another natural response to such cases is to deny the claim that dorsal stream vision is

unconscious. See, e.g., Wu (2020), for a recent argument to that effect on the grounds that the claim

depends on introspection, which is not a reliable source in this context. We do not here weigh in on this

broader debate (for additional contributions, see Clark 2001; Mole 2009; Wu 2013a; Schenk and

McIntosh 2010; Shepherd 2016) focusing instead on Phillips’ challenge from the failure of attributability,

which he views as the ‘‘more promising response’’ (2018: 500).
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This more nuanced and qualified approach to automaticity makes it doubtful that

we can use this notion to draw firm conclusions about the attributability of a

representation or process to an individual. Especially relevant for illustrating this

point is (3) as stated above and its accompanying analysis by Wu (2013b).

Wu (2013b) rightly notes that, rather than simply viewing automaticity and

agency as diametrically opposed, we must ‘‘embed automaticity within a theory of

agency’’. This is especially clear when we consider cases of skilled action, which

characteristically involve a tight interplay between automatic processes and

agentive control (see, e.g., Fridland 2017a, b; Shepherd 2019, 2021; Pacherie and

Mylopoulos 2020).

How might we do this? On Wu’s view, agency is characterized as the process by

way of which an agent solves what he calls the ‘Many-Many Problem’. This is the

problem an agent confronts of selecting an appropriate path through a behavioural

space defined by the attention-mediated coupling of potential targets and

behavioural responses in a way that guided by the agent’s intention. So described,

full-fledged instances of agency are not incompatible with some aspects of the

relevant behaviour being automatic. All this means is that these aspects do not

themselves constitute the solution to the Many-Many Problem that is causally

structured by the agent’s intention, though they may nonetheless be aspects of the

very same behaviour that does. For instance, if an agent intends to reach for a target,

their behaviour constituting a successful path through the behaviour space is an

instance of agency with respect to its being an instance of, e.g., the action type of

reaching for a target, and an instance of automaticity with respect to its being an

instance of, e.g., reaching with a specific force, velocity, or spatial trajectory.

The foregoing suggests that the correct way to view the role of the unconscious

visual states of the dorsal stream is as subserving automatic aspects of behaviour,
especially those involved in parameter-specification, where other aspects of that

behaviour are nonetheless part of the agent’s solution to the Many-Many Problem

given their intention and thereby attributable to them. What we have then is a case

for blocking the inference from automaticity to failure of attributability that Phillips

invokes.

In light of these remarks, let us reconsider the study responsible for the auto-pilot

characterization of the dorsal stream. This is a study by Pisella et al. (2000), and it is

frequently cited to support the idea that vision-for-action, and in particular

representations in the posterior parietal cortex, functions automatically in a way that

contradicts one’s conscious commands. If this is correct, it would suggest that the

behaviour is fully automatic, i.e., relative to all aspects and in such a way that it is

not sensitive to the agent’s intention, which would be a problem for our claim that it

is a reasonable candidate for attributability.

In Pisella et al.’s study, participants were presented with a target that could

unexpectedly jump to the left or to the right. The experimenters tested the

participants’ abilities to interrupt a pointing movement towards that target mid-

reach. They were divided into two groups. The ‘location-stop’ group was instructed

to interrupt their ongoing pointing movement in response to the target jump. By

contrast, the ‘location-go’ group was instructed to correct their movement in

response to the target jump. The findings were that a significant percentage of
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corrective movements occurred despite the ‘stop’ instruction in the location-stop

group.

How should we interpret these results? Should we go along with Phillips and

conclude that here dorsal stream vision appears to subserve automatic behaviour

that is not sensitive to an agent’s intentions and thus not guided by the agent? Here

is what Pisella et al. had to say.

[I]n response to the perturbation, the number of responses classed as

corrections to target 2 significantly increased within the same movement

duration of 200 ms (binomial p\0.05) in both location-go and location-stop

groups. This similar timing suggested that the earliest corrections observed in

both groups resulted from an identical visuomotor guidance, which was

independent of instruction and thus automatic. (730)

But wait. Two questions should be considered. First, the percentage of stop and

go participants who corrected their movements in response to target perturbation

was 9% and 30%, respectively. So, if the target-following response is fully

automatic in a way that is insensitive to intention, why was it so much more

common in the go condition? There is no good answer. On decent explications of

automatic, one wants to conclude that the response is not fully automatic in this

way.

Second, why did subjects tend to make errors—to follow the target by pointing

when they were supposed to stop—only when their movements were relatively

quick, i.e., under 300 ms? At overall movement times above 300 ms, subjects did

not make errors. In the stop condition, they reliably stopped their movements. But

wouldn’t an auto-pilot be engaged by the visual perturbation of the target no matter

this difference in movement time?

The full pattern of results suggests the following interpretation. Subjects in these

conditions deploy different response strategies, i.e., intentions. Obviously there will

be variance, but we can split subjects roughly into ‘incautious’ and ‘cautious’

response groups. So, in the stop condition, most subjects may have this strategy: try

to inhibit the target jump correction, and wait for a conscious representation to

stabilize. A minority of subjects may instead have this strategy: reach for the target

(relatively quickly, or incautiously), and update if the target jumps. This would

explain why 9% of subjects fail to stop, and follow the target incorrectly. Notice that

even within this 9%, if this is the strategy, the following reaction is not counter to

their intention. The failure is rather one of intention-updating, which of course takes

time.

In the go condition, subjects may have this strategy: reach for the target

(cautiously or incautiously). Here, the unconscious representation of the target-jump

will facilitate success, even in quick reaching. In the go condition, subjects were

much more likely to reach towards the target in the 200–300 ms movement window

than subjects in the stop condition. This suggests some ability to inhibit the response

in many subjects. A good explanation of the difference in inhibition between

subjects is a difference in strategy (i.e., in intention).

Is our appeal to differences in strategy ad hoc? We think not. It is not only

plausible, but consistent with a growing awareness of the pervasiveness of strategy
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use in studies of sensorimotor adaptation and action control. As McDougle et al.

note in a 2016 review, ‘Until recently, strategy use has been considered a nuisance

in studies of sensorimotor adaptation, and experimental instructions are often

designed to actively discourage this behavior’ (536). But this is a mistake. Strategy

use is common, and very difficult to rule out. Better to adapt research to make

strategy-use as explicit as possible (see Krakauer et al. 2019 for thorough

discussion).

Notice, in this connection, a study by Cameron et al. (2009) which added the

following condition. Participants were told to ignore the target jump and continue to

reach to the target’s original location. In this condition, participants were largely

successful, deviating in only 7% of cases, compared with a 36% deviation rate when

the instruction was to stop in response to the target jump. Again, a difference in

intention seems to be the key explanatory difference.

What might the Phillipsian make of this study in light of our interpretation?

Another natural response to such cases is of course to deny the claim that dorsal

stream vision is unconscious. There is much debate regarding this issue that shows

no signs of abating (see, e.g., Wu 2020, for a recent argument to that effect on the

grounds that the claim that dorsal stream vision is unconscious depends on

introspection, which is not a reliable source in this context; for additional

contributions to the debate, see Clark 2001; Mole 2009; Wu 2013a; Schenk and

McIntosh 2010; Shepherd 2016). We do not here wish to weigh in. Rather, the point

we want to emphasize in this section is that Phillips’ challenge from the failure of

attributability, which he views as the ‘‘more promising response’’ (2018: 500) fails

to provide compelling reason to reject unconscious dorsal stream vision.

Furthermore, in our view, the broader pattern of work on action guidance and

sensorimotor adaptation in the past 20 years indicates a picture that is compatible

with the interpretation of results that we have presented here.3 Action guidance is

subserved by a hierarchical computational architecture that supports functional

specialization and differentiation, but also continued contact, between levels. The

mechanisms of central coordinating agency operate over not only the states and

processes that guide patient, explicit planning of behavior, but also, to at least some

degree, the states and processes that guide sensorimotor adaptation and more fine-

grained motoric implementation of plans.

So, for example, studies that examine how agents update their pointing location

in response to non-veridical feedback indicate that two kinds of representational

process are working at once (Day et al. 2016; McDougle et al. 2016). There are

representational processes that drive judgments about task success—whether the

agent’s pointing behavior fulfilled her general goal. And there are representational

processes that drive sensorimotor adaptation—where in space the agent will actually

point, given an intention to point to a particular location. The former representations

3 There is too much work to cite judiciously. Nice recent reviews of the science include McDougle et al.

(2016), and Krakauer et al. (2019). For some application of the science to issues in philosophy of

psychology and action, see Butterfill and Sinigaglia (2014), Christensen et al. (2015), Christensen et al.

(2016), Fridland (2017a, b, 2019), Mylopoulos and Pacherie (2017, 2019), Shepherd (2015), Shepherd

(2019), Burnston (2017), Brozzo (2017), Ferretti and Caian (2019).
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are paradigmatically conscious, and allow a comparison between the agent’s

intended goal and the result. The latter representations are arguably non-conscious,

and allow a comparison between the sensory prediction made by sensorimotor

adaptation processes, and the sensory result (i.e., the visual representation of the

result of the pointing behavior).

These processes are dissociable in odd experimental conditions, but they are in

general tuned to work together to guide behavior in broadly rational ways.

Sensorimotor adaptation processes work to implement the instructions provided by

higher-level planning states, and utilize sensory feedback to suit these purposes.

Arguably, they do so intelligently (Fridland 2017a, b). Certainly, it is difficult to

affirm an account of central coordinating agency that carved off these processes

from the story.

Now, it may be true that these sensorimotor adaptation processes—ones like the

processes driving target-following in the Pisella et al. case—operate semi-

autonomously. But semi-autonomy does not entail that such processes are not

available to, or even partially constitutive of, central coordinating agency.

In the next section, we discuss a targeted illustration of these points about central

coordinating agency. We do so because the case usefully highlights issues that

deserve further consideration if we are to move towards a better understanding of

the operation of central coordinating agency and the implications for any account of

perception.

4 Unconscious perception

Our argument will go as follows. First, we elucidate a series of effects surrounding

sensory registration of action error. We argue that these effects indicate that the

sensory states involved are attributable to the agent. Then, we point to two kinds of

experiment that seem to indicate unconscious sensory registration of error. The

conclusion follows. But in considering a response, we turn to metacognition.

4.1 Sensory registration of action error is attributable to the agent

The phenomenon we have in mind is sensory registration of action error. When

agents make an action error on some task, a suite of effects reliably follows. Agents

tend to slow down in their execution of the next action. This is called post-error

slowing (PES).4 At the same time, action error is associated with increased neural

activity (measured by fMRI) in sensory areas relevant to the error (Danielmeier

et al. 2011), as well as with signature neural responses as measured by EEG, in

particular, an early error-related negativity (ERN) and a later positive deflection of

the EEG signal known as the Pe. While the Pe is usually associated with conscious

perception of error, the ERN is typically present whether or not participants report

4 For debate about the functional role of PES, see Dutilh et al. (2012), Ullsperger and Danielmeier

(2016), Wessel and Aron (2017).
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awareness of error (see, e.g., Endrass et al. 2007; Ficarella et al. 2019). In the period

following the error, motor suppression can also be found by measuring corticospinal

excitability (Amengual et al. 2013). And physiological measures suggesting an

orienting response can be linked to the redirection of attention towards the salient

event (in this case, the error) (Barceló et al. 2002; Ullsperger et al. 2010).

What do the effects in this suite have to do with each other? First, they all seem

causally related to the sensory registration of error. This is often assumed by

experimenters, but it is worth being explicit about it here. This set of measurable

effects can be elicited for a wide range of actions in a wide range of psychological

and physical contexts, and what is common amongst them is the commission of

error, which must be registered somehow. The standard picture of how this goes is

that control mechanisms compare representations of predicted events (e.g., actions)

with detected events. In the case of actions, the predictions may be informed by

motor commands, or copies of motor commands sent to the control mechanisms

(Wolpert 1997). But the registration of error requires the comparison of sensory

feedback, which comes in via sensory modalities—e.g., in some cases visual, in

some cases auditory, in some cases haptic.

Now, the inherited view, at least in philosophy, is that comparisons between

predicted and registered events are conducted by a ‘sub-personal’ comparator

mechanism. Here, for example, is John Campbell explicating the basic idea.

It is important that this comparator mechanism is viewed as a sub personal

cognitive mechanism which affects the subject’s experience of agency. People

do not in general know the detailed contents of the movements they are

making, so the person is not, in general, in a position to make detailed

assessments of the comparison between their motor instructions and the exact

movements performed. That information is typically possessed and used only

by relatively low-level cognitive mechanisms, themselves remote from

consciousness. (2004, p. 478)

Interestingly, this inherited view is in tension with much work on error

perception,5 which treats conscious perception of error as the norm and unconscious

registration of error as an outlier. But the important point for our purposes is that we

not pre-judge whether the sensory registration of error is sub-personal or not. For

that is precisely what is at issue.

This leads to our second point, which is that the best interpretation of the data is

that registration of error by sensory systems leads to a coordinated cascade of

broadly rational changes in behavior that support rational action guidance. These

changes include inhibition of motor representation, a change in attention, and a

preparedness to update intention (or task set). Why think this cascade is

coordinated? First, because elements of the cascade reliably co-occur across many

different types of action errors, involving different actions and parts of the body.

Second, because elements of the cascade can be linked to coordinated systems with

5 It is also in tension with recent empirically informed work on skilled action, which grants a larger role

to conscious experiences than previous models allowed (see Christensen et al. 2016).
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fairly well-mapped functional roles. The case for this second point has been made in

recent review papers by Wessel and Aron (2017) and Wessel (2018), which propose

and argue in some detail that registration of error leads to recruitment of a

frontobasal ganglia system for inhibition, as well as a brain network responsible for

attentional re-orientation.

That the many effects of error registration are coordinated need not indicate that

they are broadly rational. The case for this latter point is largely based upon

charitable reconstruction of an agent’s behavior following error. The broad pattern

of effects upon motor suppression and attentional re-orientation need not enhance

some particular behavioral indicator—like accuracy—on the next trial. Indeed,

given evidence that response inhibition competes with neural resources (Chiu and

Egner 2015), and can negatively impact working memory, time-constrained tasks

that require maintenance of specific information in working memory may be

negatively impacted by registration of error (see also Notebeart et al. 2009). But in

order to qualify as broadly rational, we do not need some behavioral marker to be

enhanced across all action-types and circumstances. Rather, the behavioral effects

of error registration should reliably put the agent in a better position to succeed—a

better position to satisfy important goals—across a wide range of circumstances. We

submit that this is pretty clearly the case with this particular suite of effects. As

Wessel has argued, ‘errors induce a quick, automatic cascade of processing, which

includes a momentary inhibition of cognitive (and motor) processing as well as

attentional orienting... this automatic cascade promotes a shift in attention that is

beneficial to (and potentially even necessary for) the initiation of subsequent,

slower, adaptive, controlled post-error processes that are geared at tuning the task

set to improve accuracy’ (Wessel 2018, p. 16).

The sensory registration of error that drives the related cascade of effects, then,

arguably meets our criteria for EXPLOITABILITY, and thus AVAILABILITY and

ATTRIBUTABILITY. Note that two features have to be satisfied for the registration

of error to qualify as exploitable. First, the registration must contribute to the

agent’s exercise of control. It does so by engaging processes of motor suppression,

attentional orientation, and subsequent action planning. Second, the registration

must contribute to control in part because it is coherently sensitive to the content of

representational states involved in control. The registration is itself sensitive, of

course—it is the product of a comparison of what is happening with what is

predicted to happen, according to the agent’s action plan. And the registration’s

downstream effects on motor representations, attention, and intention also display

coherent sensitivity.

The question, now, is whether sensory registration of error—the sort of

registration that engenders this broad suite of effects that assist rational action

guidance—is ever unconscious. And the answer is ‘probably so.’ We make the case

for this answer by looking at two different kinds of study and their results.

4.2 Sensory registration of error is sometimes unconscious

The first kind of study involves rapidly corrected action errors, often involving

saccades. Endrass et al. (2007) put participants in front of a computer screen. In the
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task they would first see a fixation cross and two dotted square frames. The cross

would disappear and the squares would remain for 200 ms. In a cue condition, one

of the square’s dotted lines would increase in brightness and width. Then the

original fixation display would return for 50 ms. Next a circle would appear in

either the left or right square for 100 ms. In 600 trials, the cue was incongruent with

the location of the circle; in 100 trials, the cue was congruent; another 100 trials had

no cue. Participants were instructed to quickly and accurately antisaccade to the

mirror position of the circle in the square that contained no circle. 900 ms later

participants were asked whether their performance had been correct, incorrect, or

whether they were unsure. Behavioral metrics were recorded using eye-tracking

technology, and neural metrics were recorded using EEG.

Participants rarely reported ‘unsure’ (1.8% of trials), and rarely reported error

when performing correctly (2.6% of correct responses). That is, they rarely missed a

correct response. Interestingly, however, a large proportion (around 60%) of errors

were not reported—that is, they missed a large proportion of errors. In 8.6% of all

cases participants correctly reported their errors, while in 13% of all cases they did

not.

This difference between ‘aware errors’ and ‘unaware errors’ was not statistically

significant, but Endrass et al. report other reasons to think awareness of error is

importantly different from unawareness of error. Participants corrected 89% of

unaware errors, but only 33% of aware errors, with quick antisaccades. In the case

of unaware errors, the corrective movement was 112 ms faster on average. In

addition, unaware errors had lower saccade amplitude. And aware errors were

associated with PES on the following trial, while unaware errors were not. And

while both aware and unaware errors correlated with an early error-related

negativity (ERN), a later signal—the Pe, which the experimenters analyzed in a

window of 400–600 ms after the error—did differ significantly depending upon

awareness.

But there is also reason to think that unaware errors are registered as genuine

errors by the sensorimotor system monitoring eye movements, and that this

registration initiates action guidance processes. For while unaware errors did not

generate PES on the following trial, they did generate corrective movements. And

when experimenters looked at the latency of the corrective antisaccades compared

with correct cases, they found that the corrective antisaccades were slower than in

trials when the correct saccade was initially made. This suggests that unaware errors

are cases in which a weak amplitude saccade is erroneously made, followed by a

rapid correction, and accompanied as well by a standard signal of error registration,

the ERN. As Endrass et al. reason, given that participants were very accurate in

reporting correct responses, rarely took the ‘unsure’ option, and that the overall

discrimination accuracy of participants was high (d = 1.41), ‘unaware errors might
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actually be trials in which participants had no conscious representation of their

erroneous performance’ (1719).6

We anticipate a charge of weakly conscious representations, or of a low

confidence criterion. So it is important to point out that, in general, it seems that

registration of error can take place even when participants have full confidence that

no error was detected. Consider a recent study in the literature on ‘partial errors’—

errors that are, in some cases, only partially committed, and that are quickly

corrected for. (Endrass et al. consider the possibility that the initial erroneous

saccades in their study were just such errors.) Ficarella et al. (2019) had participants

perform a button-pressing task, and measured muscle activity with EMG as well as

neural activity with EEG. They also asked participants to report, after each trial,

whether they made the correct move, a partial error (whether they began to press the

wrong button), or an outright error. These reports embedded confidence—

participants reported on a scale of 1–6 where 1 indicated ‘I am sure I did not

produce a partial error’ and 6 indicated ‘I am sure I did produce a partial error.’

Replicating earlier work (Rochet et al. 2014), Ficarella and colleagues found that

roughly 35% of the time participants confidently detected their partial errors

(responded 5 or 6) and roughly 50% of the time they did not, i.e., they were

confident that they did not make a partial error when they had (responded 1 or 2).

And yet these undetected partial errors were corrected for, and were associated with

an early ERN signal. Both data points suggest that the partial error was registered,

and quickly corrected.

What candidate perceptual state are we saying is unconscious in these

conditions? There are two options. First, the sensory registration of error is

plausibly unconscious, given that participants reported no error, and were highly

confident that no error has taken place. One might, cutting things rather fine, argue

that sensory registration of error is a sensorimotor phenomenon, and not a matter of

sensory perception. But error perception seems as much a genuine function of

perception as is object perception, and is arguably a sub-type of event perception.

Further, there is a second option here—the sensory representation of eye movement

upon which the error registration depends. One might, of course, claim that the

sensory representation of eye movement is conscious, while the error registration is

not. But absent any reason to think so, this is special pleading. We submit that both

states are good candidates for unconscious perception.

The second kind of study we wish to discuss involves typing. Consider the

following paradigm, due to Logan and Crump (2010). Skilled7 typists would see a

word on a screen, and then type the word. After typing it, they would see what

purported to reflect what they typed beneath the target word. In reality Logan and

Crump would occasionally insert correct responses when errors were made, and vice

6 This basic result has been found as well in Taylor and Hutton (2011). And recent work by Willeke et al.

(2019) suggests that this corrective movement is an ‘express’ or rapid microsaccade—a kind of small eye

movement found to occur between 60 and 120 ms after onset of a stimulus (see also Tian et al. 2018)—

generated by implicit registration of error.
7 Skill level was assessed on the basis of Word Per Minute (WPM) performance on a typing test. The

participants were all college-aged and ‘‘typed at speeds comparable to professional typists’’ (p. 685).
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versa. Logan and Crump asked, in various ways, for the typists’ judgments about

whether they had made an error. And they tested for detection of error by looking

for evidence of post-error slowing. Note that in one way this is a strong test for error

registration, since studies on partial error often find post-error slowing only in cases

of awareness reports of the partial error.8

Let us focus on experiment three, which is the most important one for our

purposes. Logan and Crump explicitly informed participants that in some cases

errors would be corrected on the screen, and in others errors would be inserted

instead of the correct response typists gave. The (skilled) typists typed 600 words

each, with an average success rate of 91.8%. After each word they were given a

choice between four options regarding what had happened on the screen: correct,

error, inserted error, and corrected error (Table 1).

Typists demonstrated reliable post-error slowing for actual errors, no matter what

was shown on the screen. But they did not display post-error slowing following

correct responses for which an error was inserted on the screen. So post-error

slowing was reliably driven by error registration mediated by haptic representations

of finger movement (perhaps, of course, in conjunction with (copies of) motor

commands).

The question is whether these haptic representations of finger movement were

conscious or unconscious. Logan and Crump found that while typists could

discriminate (above chance) between actual errors and inserted errors—they said

‘error’ more than ‘inserted’ for actual errors and ‘inserted’ more than ‘error’ for

inserted errors—they could not discriminate (above chance) between correct

responses and corrected errors. When they had made an error, but the screen showed

a correct response, they reported just as they did in cases of actual correct responses.

And yet they would display PES in these cases, suggesting both sensory registration

of error, as well as a lack of awareness of the registration of error.9

That is the bulk of the case for unconscious haptic perception in typing. The

typists registered an action error, as measured by PES.10 But their reports suggested

that they were unable to discriminate between correct responses and corrected

errors. The report does not match the typing behavior. So—arguably—there was an

unconscious sensory registration of error, as well as a haptic representation of finger

movement upon which the error registration depends, that engendered the action

guidance processes associated with error registration.

8 There is a potential tension here, of course, in our use of saccade studies that find minimal PES for

unaware errors and the typing study that finds PES for errors that, we will suggest, involve no conscious

perception. In our view the tension is something that needs to be resolved by further research—for data on

aware and unaware errors is not at present fine-grained enough to allow detailed conclusions regarding

the role of awareness in generating the PES response. For all we know, unaware errors could generate

PES in some circumstances.
9 One might find the disparity between inserted error (success) and corrected error (error) cases puzzling.

Note, however, that a similar pattern shows up in other studies of error awareness. People seem more

accurate at reporting successes than errors.
10 Here measured by ‘‘examining interkeystroke interval for the trial before and two trials after an error’’

(p. 685).
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4.3 A response, and an interesting new direction

An important feature of our case is that the phenomenon it draws on—sensory

registration of error—is very broad, and can be studied in many different contexts.

An important corollary is that unconscious sensory registration of error should be

detectable via multiple experimental paradigms. We have discussed two. But the

case leaning on the second (skilled typing) paradigm could, in our view, be stronger.

This is in part because the experimenters running this line of research had different

questions in mind. But studies on typing could be run that, for example, paid closer

attention to confidence levels in reports of error awareness. And indeed, a possible

response from Phillips points the way to an interesting line of research.

If we were Phillips, we would point out that—eyeballing the data Logan and

Crump report—though typists were at chance in discriminating between actual

correct responses and inserted correct responses (i.e., corrected errors), they were

well above zero at noticing that a corrected error had taken place. Logan and Crump

did not analyze this fact, so it is unclear whether the difference is significant. But,

one might think, if the haptic registrations of error were fully and in every case

unconscious, wouldn’t the typists have sided with the screen in almost all cases?

Wouldn’t they have missed almost all of the corrected errors?

The possibility we wish to explore is that typist reports are informed by

metacognitive feelings that result from performance monitoring (cf. Berger and

Mylopoulos 2019). More research is needed to determine whether this is true, and

what sort of metacognitive feelings may be present in the typing case. One option is

that typists are here relying on a feeling of confidence in their performance. The

lower the feeling of confidence the more likely they are to report that they have

made an actual error. It is reasonable to think that their feelings of confidence in

their performance would be stronger in the case of making an error that is then

corrected via visual input vs. that in which they make an error that is not so

corrected. In addition, it is interesting to note in this connection that Fairhurst et al.

(2018) found that in conditions of multisensory conflict, metacognitive confidence

in touch representations were raised relative to confidence in visual representations.

A second option is that typist reports in inserted error cases are influenced by a

feeling of fluency, perhaps resulting from the movements matching sensorimotor

Table 1 An explanation of the results from study 3 of Logan and Crump (2010)

Correct response Error Inserted error Corrected error

No PES PES No PES PES

Could discriminate from

Corrected Errors

Could discriminate

from Inserted Errors

Could discriminate

from Errors

Could not discriminate from

Correct Responses

Report matches typing

behavior

Report matches typing

behavior

Report matches

typing behavior

Report does not match

typing behavior

The key condition is the rightmost, in which, although PES was generated, participant reports did not

differ from the leftmost condition. In other words, reports tended to follow visual evidence of no error,

even though typing behavior (PES) indicates registration of error
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predictions (Fleming et al. 2015). Indeed, as Gajdos et al. (2019) note, recent work

on metacognition suggests sensitivity to a wide range of evidence: ‘the entire

perception–action cycle, and not only variation in sensory evidence, may be

monitored when evaluating confidence in one’s decisions (Fleming and Daw 2017;

Pouget et al. 2016). Such models lead to the counterintuitive prediction that

confidence in perceptual judgements should be specifically modulated by features of

motor output as well as perceptual input’ (Gajdos et al. 2019, 1). Gajdos et al. note a

number of factors that could be relevant in the typing case under consideration. For

example, response time modulates confidence in a perceptual judgment (Kiani et al.

2014). So does unexpected arousal (Allen et al. 2016). So does a change to the

agent’s movement speed (Palser et al. 2018). Whether any of these factors are taken

up by metacognition in the typing case is unknown, but the evidence is certainly

suggestive. So agents could have a sense—informed by metacognition, and in

particular by either an absence of or a lowered feeling of fluency in corrected error

cases—that something is awry with how they typed, even if the sensory registrations

of error driving PES are not conscious. And they may be more inclined to base their

reports on these feelings in cases in which the screen matches what is indicated by

them (error), versus cases in which it does not (inserted correction).

Now, if we are to appeal to metacognition to explain typist reports, rather than to

perception, we need to think it plausible that metacognition utilizes unconscious

states. We think there is some reason to do so.

Charles et al. (2013) had participants perform a task of comparing a number on a

screen to the number 5. They had varying times to view the number—times of

16 ms, 33 ms, 50 ms, 66 ms, and 100 ms—after which, in each case, the number

was replaced by a mask. In each case they were asked to perform the comparison,

and then to report both whether they had seen the number, and whether they thought

they performed the comparison correctly.

Charles and colleagues compared trials on which participants reported they had

seen the number, and trials on which they reported they had not seen the number.

Unsurprisingly, there were important differences between the two sets of trials. Seen

trials were associated with higher rates of correct judgments, as well as with a

specific neural signal (the error-related negativity).

Importantly, however, participants were above chance at detecting the difference

between correct and mistaken responses, even on unseen trials, which included

viewing times of 16, 33, and 50 ms. Charles et al. comment: ‘participants performed

above chance in detecting their own errors even on unseen trials. In both

experiments, meta-cognitive performance on unseen trials increased with SOA,

suggesting that longer SOAs allowed increasing amounts of evidence to be

accumulated’ (2013, p. 90).11

11 Look: the Charles et al. studies were not measuring whether access to these unconscious

representations were useful for central coordinating agency. But it certainly seem to be. If agents have

a sense of how well they are performing, they will be able to use this sense to tweak conditions of

performance. In the good case, this will lead them to improve performance. So it is arguable that human

agents have a kind of indirect access to unconscious representations via metacognition. Note that
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The upshot is that metacognition can, and does, operate over unconscious states

(for further evidence of this, see Cortese et al. 2019). None of this proves, of course,

that typist reports were reliant upon metacognition, as opposed to perception. But it

is a tantalizing possibility that future experimentation could explore. Indeed, one

thing that is genuinely exciting about this line of work is that it suggests a way

forward on a debate that veers toward impasse. It is possible to study the kind of

metacognitive feelings present in these cases, and to link data from such studies

with other work on metacognition of unconscious processes. A cleaner account of

how metacognition utilizes conscious and unconscious states and processes, and of

the conditions—e.g., of multisensory conflict, and of multisensory integration (cf.

Deroy et al. 2016)—that change metacognitive feelings and their accuracy, is in

principle achievable. Taking account of the role of metacognition in such conditions

seems an important part of the inquiry that the debate on unconscious perception

helps motivate, namely, that of determining the role and status (whether perceptual,

or conscious) of various sensory and sensorimotor states in the operation of central

coordinating agency.

5 Conclusion

Thus far we have primarily done two things. First, we placed a more careful

understanding of the attributability of a state to the individual in the context of

results regarding perception and action guidance. This more careful understanding

runs through the notion of central coordinating agency. We offered an explication of

what it is for a state to be available to central coordinating agency.

Second, we offered novel interpretations of two studies. The first, concerning

vision-for-action, has often been taken to support the view that unconscious visual

states guide behavior on ‘auto-pilot.’ We argued that this interpretation is not

mandatory, and that there is good reason to think that these states qualify as

attributable to the individual. The second study concerned the role of ‘inner-loop’

processes in the guidance of typing. We argued that haptic representations that are a

part of these processes qualify as attributable to the individual. Both interpretations

place pressure on the unconscious perception skeptic. Further, the second type of

study suggests that [a] an exploration of the role of haptic representation in action

guidance is a promising avenue for further reflection, and [b] any full account of the

role of unconscious and conscious states in the guidance of action requires greater

attention to the role of metacognition.

In what remains we turn to two more broadly philosophical points.

First, the attention we have given to the nature of central coordinating agency

interfaces in an interesting way with views regarding the nature—and more

specifically the kindhood—of perception. Phillips contrasts a view on which

perception is a natural psychological kind with one on which it is a manifest kind. If

Footnote 11 continued

AVAILABILITY and EXPLOITABILITY, as we formulated them, made no mention of whether access

should be direct or indirect. It seems to us one needs a special reason to favor directness here.
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perception is a natural kind, as Burge (2010) and Block (in Phillips and Block 2016)

and many others maintain, Phillips notes it is plausible to view consciousness as

‘part of the prototype used to identify instances of perception, leaving it as an open

scientific question whether consciousness forms part of the essence of the kind’

(2018, p. 475). That seems right, but it also seems right that if perception is a natural

kind, one should have high credence in the existence of some unconscious

perceptual states. This is because the natural kinds we find in biology and

psychology are most plausibly homeostatic property clusters (Boyd 1991). Such

clusters do not support lines as clean as the one required by the unconscious

perception skeptic (cf. Taylor 2020). This skeptic suspects that every instance of

perception is conscious. But even if consciousness is typical, or paradigmatic, of a

perceptual state, the homeostatic property cluster view of natural kinds leads one to

expect that some cases will exist which flout the trend. These might be cases just

like the ones explored in this paper. This could be cases of vision operating to guide

action at rapid timescales, or in fine-grained ways. Or this could be cases of haptic

representations operating as a part of a representational mechanism built up and

made efficient by years of training.

Phillips’s development of the idea that perception is rather a manifest kind is

subtle. He does not deny that scientific psychology can uncover interesting facts

about perception. But these would be facts about the psychological kind that

constitutes the manifest kind. So the manifest kind can remain essentially conscious.

Call the kind identified by perceptual psychology, P. P should not be thought

of as identical with, but as constituting, perception. Perception is rather a

manifest kind. It is constituted by P only when certain requirements of

manifest form are met. Such requirements involve having a phenomenal

nature. Hence all perception is conscious. This reply is quite consistent with

the existence of a psychological science of perception whose kinds can occur

unconsciously. (477)

One might worry about the support for the view that the requirements of

perception’s manifest form involve having a phenomenal nature. We wish to press a

different point. The plausibility of the manifest kind view may turn in part on

whether perception is special, as Phillips suggests (2018, p. 476), in that it fails to

have an underlying hidden nature not already worn ‘on its sleeve’ (475). Some

questions: is perception alone special, or is cognition special? Is action special? Can

we theorize about the nature of perception without theorizing about other

psychological capacities?

We have illuminated the sense in which a view of perception depends upon ideas

about agency. In particular, in order to understand what kinds of states qualify as

perceptual, one needs to understand the nature of central coordinating agency. And

so it seems that the proponent of a view that perception is a manifest kind is taking

on commitments that go beyond the nature of perception. We have articulated a

perspective on central coordinating agency. We do not know whether central

coordinating agency is a natural kind, but it is not plausible that it is a manifest kind.

Phillips does not go so far as to claim that perception essentially involves links to

central coordinating agency—the link he posits is evidential. But even so, this link
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undermines the claim that ‘perception lacks a hidden, underlying nature’ (2018,

p. 476). For in some cases the best way to tell whether a state is perceptual is to

examine its links to something that does have such an underlying nature, namely,

central coordinating agency.

A second issue is closely related. We have offered an explication of

attributability to the individual, and it has done work in our argumentation. But

we are open to the possibility that there are other fruitful explications of

attributability, or indeed, of availability to central coordinating agency (see, e.g.,

Buehler 2019). This raises the possibility that on some explications of attributabil-

ity, or of availability to central coordinating agency, an unconscious state qualifies,

while on other explications, the same state fails to qualify. And that pushes one to

accept the possibility that the same state-type could be classified as perceptual by

one theorist and as sub-perceptual by another theorist, even though both theorists

are working with fruitful and plausible understandings of what it is that makes a

state genuinely perceptual.

Phillips is aware of the situation. We have already seen that he sets aside Evans’s

understanding of attributability to avoid begging the question regarding unconscious

perception. Now consider two interesting points Phillips acknowledges in a footnote

(2018, fn. 45). First, Burge (2010) indicates that he rejects what we have called Idea

Two (335, fn.62), rendering a Burgean explication of attributability not dependent

upon guidance, and thus in many cases weaker than Phillips’s. Second, Bayne

(2013) offers an explication of attributability based upon information integration

that seems even stronger than Phillips’s. Bayne’s is ‘one which would rule out many

representations—including even those implicated in familiar cases of blindsight—

from counting as individually attributable’ (Phillips 2018, p. 499).

What should we say? Phillips is invoking a notion that is supposed to do the work

of blocking inferences to the existence of unconscious perception. But it seems there

is significant disagreement as to what this notion amounts to. One may be tempted

to agree with Block.

While there are clear cases of sub-personal representations (such as

gastrointestinal representations) and personal representations (e.g., conscious

perceptions), many if not most cases of interest are indeterminate and there is

no accepted characterization of the difference. Every proposal that has been

made for what the personal/sub-personal distinction comes to has an air of

postulation. (Peters et al. 2017, p. 8)

Is this whole dispute merely verbal ?

We would agree with Phillips that it is not. Certainly the dispute has several

moving parts. And it seems like a live possibility that there exist unconscious states

the perceptual status of which depends upon some theorist’s explication. But in our

view discovering the dependence relations would qualify as genuine philosophical

progress. Once we see how an unconscious state-type is related to the features that

factor in some explication of attributability, we will be in a better position to fit that

state into broader accounts of perception or of sub-perceptual processing. And we

will be in a better position to determine the suitability of this state to play roles in
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ancillary issues that give this debate so much punch—issues we mentioned in this

paper’s first paragraph, like the epistemic role of perception, the functions of

perception, and the functions of consciousness.

Of course parts of this dispute could turn on disagreements that are merely

verbal. We agree with Chalmers (2011) that discovery of verbal disputes—and

discovery of the sources of verbal disputes—can in itself constitute philosophical

progress. A benefit of clear explications of attributability, like the one we have

developed here, is that we can understand what is at stake. For that reason we

encourage those who find fault with our explication of attributability to offer their

own. The governing attitude is Shakespearean: Let us not to the marriage of true

minds admit impediments.
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